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I spent my Q-Step internship with the Data Team. The Data Team
are an editorial team, working with both The Times and The Sunday
Times newspapers. They utilise computational statistical techniques
to interrogate data.

The Task

The Data Team were tasked to interrogate and collate data retrieved via Freedom of Information requests from 43 police forces in England and Wales in
order to find interesting and newsworthy statistics.

Method

All police FOI responses had to be manually sorted through. Charges were
grouped using information from the CPS. Arrests and Convictions were totalled
for each year and a decision had to be made to find the most appropriate date
range to use as the responses did not all span the same date range. Working
with another journalist, some police forces were contacted to supply more
complete data. Information from the Home Office on Officer Strength was then
collected and compared our numbers. Summary statistics were calculated on
a spreadsheet.

Key Findings
Approximately one police officer arrested every 27 Hours between 2010 and
2014, or a total of 1,629
One third of officers arrested were arrested on suspicion of Crimes Against
the Person, this charge category includes offences such as GBH, and Battery.
The officer conviction rate in Lancashire, when compared to the most recent
Home Office officer strength size, worked out as 1.44% of their total. This was
the highest arrest rate of any force included in the sample.

Other Stories

Mapping regional impact of “Pay to Stay” measures announced in
the August budget
Investigation of FCA register to uncover hidden gender imbalance
in the biggest banks active in the UK
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One in every 40 officers arrested in the Met Police, since 2010

